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Staff recommends the following changes be made to the above-referenced staff report in
response to the letter submitted by the representative of the Oceanside Marina Towers
Homeowners Association, Steven Kaufmann, dated September 4, 2008 which gives
greater clarification to the full scope of the lot line adjustment (LLA) approved by the
City, and raises several additional concerns regarding Commission jurisdiction:
1. Page 1 of the staff report, the last paragraph on the page shall be modified as follows:
The existing lot proposed lot line adjustment (LLA) creates a 1.26 upland parcel
(Parcel A) that is improved with an existing private residential development and
parking structure (Marina Towers), with a portion of this lot consisting of historic
tidelands (covered by a public parking lot). The LLA accomplishes two things: 1) it
excludes the downhill 200 plus/minus foot area (which State Lands Commission has
indicated may include historic tidelands) to remain part of a larger former tidelands
parcel in the Harbor (Parcel B); and 2) it adds about 1/3 of the uphill, upland public
parking lot (a separate parcel adjoining the Marina Towers), to another larger parcel in
the Harbor containing tidelands and the remaining 2/3 of the parking lot (Parcel C). In
simple terms, the LLA separates the developed upland portion of the Marina Towers
property from a small potentially former tidelands area, and adds a separate, sliver
parcel containing the public parking lot to a larger parcel that contains the balance of
the parking lot and former tidelands. (ref. Exhibit 4 of staff report). The All lots is
are currently owned by the City of Oceanside, and leased to the Harbor District. The
Harbor District has sub-leased a portion of the existing larger tidelands lot to the
Marina Towers development. The Coastal Development Permit (CDP) approved by
the City permits a lot line adjustment on the property separating the historic tidelands
and the larger portion of the southern Harbor area from the residentially developed
portion. The lot line adjustment is a necessary step to allow the City of Oceanside to
sell the underlying land to the current lessees (Marina Towers), as historic tidelands
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cannot be sold to a private entity for use as private residences. The City therefore
processed a permit removing the portion of the property consisting of historic
tidelands (the portion containing the existing public parking spaces) from the
remainder of the lot.
2. Page 2 of the staff report, first paragraph shall be modified as follows:
The proposed project is located within the Harbor District of Oceanside. The City has
gained permit authority over the entire harbor including all historic tidelands by
processing an exclusion of lands committed to development per Section 30613 of the
Coastal Act an urban land exclusion during the City's initial LCP certification. As
such, the historic tidelands on the site are not in the Commission's retained
jurisdiction, but rather in the Commission's appeals jurisdiction. The Oceanside
Marina Towers Homeowners' Association has raised questions regarding whether the
Commission has appeals jurisdiction at this location. Marina Towers is currently
located on a large parcel (APN 143-010-16) including lands within the southerly
portion of the Harbor and its waters. Coastal Act Section 30603 lays out the extent of
the Commission’s appeals jurisdiction, which extends to developments located “within
300 feet … of the mean high tide line of the sea.” Oceanside Harbor is clearly tidally
influenced, as it connects directly to the Pacific Ocean; thus, the mean high tide line
(MHTL) in this area is the edge of the bulkhead surrounding the harbor. The proposed
lot line adjustment is within 300 feet of the edge of Oceanside Harbor and therefore
within the Commission’s appeals jurisdiction.1
Even if the LLA were not taking place within 300 feet of the MHTL, the proposed
division of land does change the shape and size of the existing parcel, which is
bisected by Harbor Drive (first coastal roadway) and includes the entire southern
portion of the Harbor consisting of public trust lands (ref. Exhibit #7). As such, not
only is the LLA within 300 feet of the MHTL, but the parcel being adjusted contains
public trust lands (filled tidelands) and portions of it are between the first coastal road
and the sea, which are additional basis for the Commission’s appeals jurisdiction under
Section 30603. At the time this report was written, Commission staff had not received
the City file; and, as such, the project and contentions raised by the appellants have not
been completely reviewed.
In his September 4, 2008 letter, Mr. Kaufmann ignores the fact that the LLA is within
300 feet of the MHTL and instead asserts that because the LLA is not located within
the portions of the subject parcels that consist of former tidelands, the Commission
does not have jurisdiction over this appeal. An LLA, however, like the subdivision of
a parcel, affects the entirety of the parcel subject to the adjustment, regardless of
1

A representative of the Oceanside Marina Towers Homeowners’ Association has asserted that the State
Lands Commission (SLC) determined that the MHTL for this area is located solely on the beach west of the
harbor. The map provided by this representative, however, simply shows a historic high water mark based
on a 1939 survey, before the harbor was created. Commission staff has conferred with staff members at the
State Lands Commission who confirm that they do not take the position that the MHTL depicted on the
beach west of the harbor would preclude a finding that there is another MHTL located within the harbor,
where tidally influenced water meets the shore.
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where the new lot line is located. Here, the LLA affects the size, shape and density of
use on all three of the parcels affected by the LLA. The Commission therefore has
appeals jurisdiction over the LLA because it creates an impact on the portion of the
parcels that are within the Commission’s appeals jurisdiction.
3. Page 2 of the staff report, paragraph 2 shall be modified as follows:
The primary concern raised by the appellant is that the sale of the City-owned property
will facilitate and perpetuate continued residential use of a prime visitor-serving
location. While the appellants don't specifically cite, as grounds for their appeal, that
the sale of the property will "perpetuate continued residential use," they do state that
the sale of the Marina Towers will be in violation of the Coastal Act. The appellants
do specifically cite in their appeal a section of the Harbor Precise Plan requiring
optimization of public access as well as Coastal Act Sections 30213, 30222 and 30224.
These policies protect and reserve both public and privately held lands for visitorserving and recreational uses designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal
recreation as a priority over private residential and general commercial development.
The appellants contend that because the land is currently under leasehold and the
Harbor Precise Plan directs existing leaseholds to optimize public access, the property
should continue as a leasehold to enhance public access. Furthermore, tThe Marina
Towers are located on a moderately sized lot within the Harbor District of Oceanside.
Both the certified LCP and the Harbor Precise Plan developed specifically for the
Harbor District acknowledge that residential use is a low priority for the Harbor
District. The Harbor Precise Plan includes policies that require the City to address,
during any permit review for development within the Harbor Area, the potential for
the redevelopment of any location with a high-priority use, such as a visitor serving, or
harbor-dependent development.
4. Page 3, paragraph 2 shall be modified as follows:
Lastly, because the area being separated from the parcel where the Marina Towers
development is located is considered filled tidelands, the types of uses on such land are
highly restricted. In addition, the existing parking lot on the subject this propertiesy is
currently shared by the Marina Towers residents and the general public and is being
directly affected by the proposed LLA. As indicated by the City, the a portion of the
parking lot containing historic tidelands is the area is available to the public (54
spaces) and the remaining are used by the residents (11 spaces). However, the CDP
for the LLA did not specifically address it is unclear how the public is made aware of
the public parking within or adjacent to the private development on the newly created
portion of the adjacent Lot C, or how the use by the public and not the residents is
protected. The private residents use a portion of the public parking lot to gain access
to the private residential garage. The resolution does not include conditions regulating
the use of these public parking spaces, and as such, the appellant alleges the public
parking use is not adequately protected through the CDP as approved by the City.
Therefore, due to the potential inconsistency of residential development as a long-term
use on oceanfront land within the Harbor District, failure to secure the public parking
on the tidelands portion of the site and lack of specific information related to the
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tidelands, parking and alternatives analysis for future uses of the property and
consistency with the Harbor District Precise Plan, staff is recommending the
Commission find substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which the
appeal has been filed.
5. Page 3, the last paragraph, which continues onto Page 4, shall be modified as follows:
The appellants contend that the approval of the coastal development permit is
inconsistent with numerous policies pertaining to public access within the LCP and the
Harbor Precise Plan. There are five major concerns brought forward by the appellants.
The primary concern of the appellants is that by selling the property for the
continuation of residential uses (67 unit condominium complex currently exists on a
portion of the site) the permit is inconsistent with policies providing that areas adjacent
to the shoreline and/or within the Harbor District shall be preserved for visitor-serving
and coastally dependent uses. As previously stated, while the appellants do not
specifically state that the sale of the property will "perpetuate continued residential
use," they do state that the sale of the Marina Towers will be in violation of the public
access provisions of the LCP and the Coastal Act. The appellants have specifically
cited in their appeal a section of the Harbor Precise Plan requiring optimization of
public access as well as Coastal Act Sections 30213, 30222 and 30224. All of these
policies protect and reserve both public and privately-held lands for visitor serving and
recreational uses designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation as a
priority over private residential and general commercial development. The Coastal
Act and the City's certified LCP gives highest to coastal dependent types of
developments in areas adjacent to the ocean, with the highest priorities given to
developments that cater to those visiting the beach. As such, through approval of the
CDP, which facilitates the sale of this public property, the City is losing any potential
redevelopment of this site in the future with a higher priority use, such as a hotel, RV
Park, or coastal-dependent development. The appellants contend that because the land
is currently under leasehold and the Harbor Precise Plan directs the existing leaseholds
to optimize public access, the property should remain a leasehold to enhance public
access. The Commission concurs it is not the sale of the property that requires a CDP.
6. Page 7, first paragraph of the project description shall be modified as follows:
A lot line adjustment and, therefore, a coastal development permit was necessary to
separate the residential portion of the lot from the public trust lands on the site in order
to allow the sale of the residential portion of the lot to a private entity. The Harbor
District is located on an area of Potential Public Trust lands in that the majority of the
Harbor was developed on top of historic tidelands. When the City submitted their
Local Coastal Program for approval by the Coastal Commission in 1985 1995, the
proposal included designating all the historic tidelands within the Harbor District as an
Urban Land Exclusion lands committed to urban uses per 30613 of the Coastal Act.
As such, the Coastal Commission no longer retains the original jurisdiction for the
area, including the subject site. However, the Commission retains appeals jurisdiction
over these lands because they still consist of public trust lands, and developments on
public trust lands are appealable based on Section 30603(a)(2). Moreover, in this
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particular case, the lot line adjustment is within 300 feet of the MHTL, so this CDP is
also appealable on that basis. Furthermore, Marina Towers is located on a parcel that
includes the majority of the southern portion of Oceanside Harbor, and as such, the
parcel is not only appealable because it is within 300 feet of the MHTL and consists of
public trust lands, but portions of the parcel are also located between the first public
road and the sea. Again, as explained in more detail above, because the proposal is for
a Lot Line Adjustment, which affects all portions of the lots, the Commission retains
appeals jurisdiction over the LLA. because portions of the property consist of historic
tidelands and because the Marina Towers development is located between the first
coastal road and the sea, the area still remains in the Coastal Commission's appeal
jurisdiction. If the proposed project goes forward and the lot is split between the
historic tidelands (to remain City owned) and the Marina Towers property, (to become
privately owned), any proposed development at either site would still be within the
Coastal Commission's appeal jurisdiction.
7. Page 7, second paragraph of the project description shall be modified as follows:
The proposed Marina Towers real property site consists of approximately 1.26 acres.
The property contains a 67 unit condominium complex, a parking garage, and a
parking lot. The majority of the parking lot (the City indicates 54 of 66 spaces) is
proposed as public parking on a separate, newly-configured and adjacent lot. as it
overlays the historic tidelands. The LLA accomplishes two things: 1) it excludes the
downhill 200 plus/minus foot area (which State Lands Commission has indicated may
include historic tidelands) to remain part of a larger former tidelands parcel in the
Harbor (Parcel B); and 2) it adds about 1/3 of the uphill, upland public parking lot (a
separate parcel adjoining the Marina Towers), to another larger parcel in the Harbor
containing tidelands and the remaining 2/3 of the parking lot (Parcel C). In simple
terms, the LLA separates the developed upland portion of the Marina Towers property
from a small potentially former tidelands area, and adds a separate, sliver parcel
containing the public parking lot to a larger parcel that contains the balance of the
parking lot and former tidelands. (ref. Exhibit 4 of staff report). The All lots is are
currently owned by the City of Oceanside, and leased to the Harbor District. The
Harbor District has sub-leased a portion of the existing larger the lot to the Marina
Towers Homeowners Association. To date, staff has not received confirmation of the
location and extent of this filled tideland area from the State Lands Commission.
Thus, it is unknown whether or not the boundary proposed by the City truly reflects
the actual boundary separating filled tidelands from upland areas.

8. Page 8, third complete paragraph shall be modified as follows:
The project as approved by the City adjusts is an adjustment to an several existing lot
lines, which will result in separating the filled tidelands and the residentiallydeveloped portion (Parcel A) from the remainder of the lot (Parcel B). Proposed
Parcel A The lot is currently developed with a 67 unit condominium project through a
leasehold arrangement with the Harbor District. The proposed lot line adjustment
(LLA) will remove the potential public trust lands from the residential development
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site and will, therefore, allow the City of Oceanside to sell the underlying property to
the owners of the existing condominium building, the final result being the sale of City
owned land located in the Harbor District to a private entity. Because the purpose of
the LLA is to allow the sale of one of the subject parcels, in analyzing the effects of
the LLA, the Commission must consider the impact of the sale of the property as it is
an impact caused by approval of the LLA under these circumstances. The City has a
Precise Plan for the Harbor Area that is a certified component to the City LCP Land
Use Plan (LUP), and as such, not only are the general LCP policies applicable, but so
are the specific policies contained in the Harbor Precise Plan. Furthermore, because a
portions of the project site is parcel on which the project is located are between the
first coastal road and the sea, the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal
Act are also applicable. All of the applicable policies (from the City's certified LCP,
the Harbor Precise Plan and the Coastal Act policies) state in part:
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STAFF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION ON APPEAL
SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT: City of Oceanside
DECISION: Approved with Conditions
APPEAL NO.: A-6-OCN-08-075
APPLICANT: City of Oceanside
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: A property line adjustment affecting Marina Towers leasehold
property to facilitate the sale of the property per the Purchase and Sale Agreement with the
Marina Towers Association.
PROJECT LOCATION: The entrance to the Oceanside Harbor within the jurisdiction of
the Oceanside Small Craft Harbor Precise Plan, Oceanside, San Diego County.
APPELLANTS: Citizens for the Preservation of Parks and Beaches

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
The staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, determine that
substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed.
The existing lot consists of a private residential development and parking structure, with
a portion of this lot consisting of historic tidelands (covered by a public parking lot). The
lot is currently owned by the City of Oceanside, and leased to the Harbor District. The
Harbor District has sub-leased the lot to the Marina Towers development. The Coastal
Development Permit (CDP) approved by the City permits a lot line adjustment on the
property separating the historic tidelands from the residentially developed portion. The
lot line adjustment is a necessary step to allow the City of Oceanside to sell the
underlying land to the current lessees (Marina Towers), as historic tidelands cannot be
sold to a private entity for use as private residences. The City therefore processed a
permit removing the portion of the property consisting of historic tidelands (the portion
containing the existing public parking spaces) from the remainder of the lot.
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The City has gained permit authority over the entire harbor including all historic
tidelands by processing an urban land exclusion during the City's initial LCP
certification. As such, the historic tidelands on the site are not in the Commission's
retained jurisdiction, but rather in the Commission's appeals jurisdiction. At the time this
report was written, Commission staff had not received the City file; and, as such, the
project and contentions raised by the appellants have not been completely reviewed.
The primary concern raised by the appellant is that the sale of the City-owned property
will facilitate and perpetuate continued residential use of a prime visitor-serving location.
The Marina Towers are located on a moderately sized lot within the Harbor District of
Oceanside. Both the certified LCP and the Harbor Precise Plan developed specifically
for the Harbor District acknowledge that residential use is a low priority for the Harbor
District. The Harbor Precise Plan includes policies that require the City to address,
during any permit review for development within the Harbor Area, the potential for the
redevelopment of any location with a high-priority use, such as a visitor serving, or
harbor-dependent development.
In this particular case, it appears there is the potential for the City to update the use on
this prime lot. If the lease is not renewed by the City, the existing structure could be
demolished in the future and the entire site utilized by the City for harbor-related uses,
parkland or other public recreational opportunities. It is also possible that the City and/or
the Harbor could sublease the property to an interested party proposing a more
appropriate use of this harbor-fronting land. The existing Land Use Plan policies
acknowledge the potential to modify the existing residential use in some way that would
increase the visitor-serving potential for the site. Further, the Harbor Precise Plan
requires that the potential for a higher priority use be reviewed during any lease renewal
or associated coastal development permit application. Not only did the City fail to
review such opportunity, but the sale of the land to private ownership would preclude
such future opportunities and appears to be short-sited and not in the interest of
maximizing public use of this prime visitor-serving location.
As stated previously, staff has not yet received the entire City file. It is possible that the
City conducted a review for potential redevelopment and concluded that a higher priority
use was not feasible. However, no such review has been received by staff or is contained
in the City staff report prepared for the coastal development permit. As such, approval of
a lot line adjustment to allow the sale of City owned property for private residential use in
a prime visitor serving location without proper review of alternatives would be
inconsistent with the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act, the City's
certified LCP, and the City's certified Harbor Precise Plan.
The Harbor Precise Plan also includes that these types of leaseholds provide necessary
funding to maintain the Harbor facilities and to provide for future developments. The
revenue collected from the sale of the land will provide both the City and the Harbor with
funding for projects in the near future; however, by selling the land, the City and the
Harbor will no longer collect the revenue from leasing the land, and, thus, will lose
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funding for future maintenance and development which the appellant alleges is
inconsistent with the certified LCP.
It is unclear at this point how the lot was adjusted to remove the public parking spaces
from the original lot, and how this portion of land will be absorbed by the adjacent lots.
While an exhibit has been included with the staff report (ref. Exhibit #4), it is unclear to
staff how the lot line adjustment coincides with the public trust lands, or the surrounding
areas. Further, it is also unclear if the lot line will accurately preserve the area of historic
tidelands, as no documentation was provided by State Lands or another entity confirming
the exact location of the filled tidelands.
Lastly, because the area being separated from the parcel where the Marina Towers
development is located is considered filled tidelands, the types of uses on such land are
highly restricted. The parking lot on this property is currently shared by the Marina
Towers residents and the general public. As indicated by the City, the portion of the
parking lot containing historic tidelands is the area available to the public (54 spaces) and
the remaining are used by the residents (11 spaces). However, it is unclear how the
public is made aware of the public parking within the private development, or how the
use by the public and not the residents is protected. The resolution does not include
conditions regulating the use of these public parking spaces, and as such, the appellant
alleges the use is not adequately protected. Therefore, due to the potential inconsistency
of residential development as a long-term use on oceanfront land within the Harbor
District, failure to secure the public parking on the tidelands portion of the site and lack
of specific information related to the tidelands, parking and alternatives analysis for
future uses of the property and consistency with the Harbor District Precise Plan, staff is
recommending the Commission find substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds
on which the appeal has been filed.

SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS: The City of Oceanside Small Craft Harbor
Precise Plan, Appeal by Citizens for Preservation of Parks and Beaches, City
Council resolution for Coastal Development Permit RC-16-06, Real Property
Purchase and Sale Agreement dated July 16, 2008, The City of Oceanside's Local
Coastal Program.

I. Appellants Contend That:
The appellants contend that the approval of the coastal development permit is
inconsistent with numerous policies pertaining to public access within the LCP and the
Harbor Precise Plan. There are five major concerns brought forward by the appellants.
The primary concern of the appellants is that by selling the property for the continuation
of residential uses (67 unit condominium complex currently exists on site) the permit is
inconsistent with policies providing that areas adjacent to the shoreline and/or within the
Harbor District shall be preserved for visitor-serving and coastally dependent uses. The
Coastal Act and the City's certified LCP gives highest-priority to coastal-dependent types
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of development in areas adjacent to the ocean, with the highest of priorities given to
developments that cater to those visiting the beach. As such, through approval of the
CDP which facilitates a sale of this public property, the City is losing any potential
redevelopment of this site in the future with a higher priority use, such as a hotel, RV
Park, or coastal-dependent development.
The appellants’ second contention is that the sale of the property will result in a loss of
needed revenue for the Harbor District. The Harbor Precise Plan indicates that a large
portion of the revenues for Harbor development are provided by the leaseholds for the
land within the Harbor Area. The Marina Towers is currently operating as a leasehold,
and as such, provides the Harbor district with annual funding. The sale of the property
will provide both the City and the Harbor District with a one-time payment; however,
funding will no longer be provided on an annual basis, and thus the Harbor District will
lose a source of long term funding, inconsistent with the funding policies included in the
Harbor Precise Plan.
The third concern raised by the appellants is the sale of public parks for private uses. As
a component of the lot line adjustment, the Marina Towers development was given an
easement over the public parking area for ingress/egress use only. The appellants
contend that public parking lots are considered parklands, and as such allowing an
easement for private use on the City owned parkland would require a majority vote in a
municipal election.
The fourth concern raised by the appellants is the maintenance of the public parking
spaces. The City has required the applicant (Marina Towers) to maintain the public
parking spaces located adjacent to the condominium complex. The appellants have
indicated that historically and currently, the public is not aware that these spaces are
available to the public as they appear to be required Marina Towers Parking. The
appellants contend that by requiring Marina Towers to control the public parking spaces,
public access will be further diminished as "The MT (Marina Towers) residents do not
share the enthusiasm that we do for public access to the sea."
Lastly, the appellants are concerned with the location of the lot line adjustment. As
previously mentioned, the exhibits provided by the City do not clearly indicate how the
lot line adjustment will result in the appropriate boundary line between the public parking
and the private residential development. Without clear indication of the location of the
public trust lands, and the changes to lot lines, it is unclear whether the approved project
is consistent with the applicable Coastal Act and City LCP policies.
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II. Local Government Action.
The City of Oceanside approved the project on July 21, 2008 with two special conditions.
The first special condition stated that the approved coastal development permit (CDP)
was only approving the lot line adjustment and that any substantial modification in the
design or layout would require either a revision to the CDP and/or a new permit. The
second special condition stated the expiration of the permit.

III. Appeal Procedures/Substantial Issue Analysis.
After certification of a Local Coastal Program (LCP), the Coastal Act provides for
limited appeals to the Coastal Commission of certain local government actions on coastal
development permits.
Section 30604(b)(1) of the Coastal Act states:
The grounds for an appeal pursuant to subdivision (a) shall be limited to an
allegation that the development does not conform to the standards set forth in the
certified local coastal program or the public access policies set forth in this
division.
Coastal Act Section 30625(b) states that the Commission shall hear an appeal unless it
determines:
With respect to appeals to the commission after certification of a local coastal
program, that no substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which an
appeal has been filed pursuant to Section 30603.
If the staff recommends "substantial issue" and no Commissioner objects, the
Commission will proceed directly to the de novo portion of the hearing on the merits of
the project then, or at a later date. If the staff recommends "no substantial issue" or the
Commission decides to hear arguments and vote on the substantial issue question,
proponents and opponents will have 3 minutes per side to address whether the appeal
raises a substantial issue. It takes a majority of Commissioners present to find that no
substantial issue is raised. If substantial issue is found, the Commission will proceed to a
full public hearing on the merits of the project then, or at a later date. If the Commission
conducts the de novo portion of the hearing on the permit application, the applicable test
for the Commission to consider is whether the proposed development is in conformity
with the certified Local Coastal Program.
In addition, for projects located between the sea and the first public road paralleling the
sea, Section 30604(c) of the Act requires that a finding must be made by the approving
agency, whether the local government or the Coastal Commission on appeal, that the
development is in conformity with the public access and public recreation policies of
Chapter 3. In other words, in regard to public access questions, the Commission is
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required to consider not only the certified LCP, but also Chapter 3 policies when
reviewing a project on appeal.
The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission at the "substantial issue"
stage of the appeal process are the applicant, persons who opposed the application before
the local government (or their representatives), and the local government. Testimony
from other persons must be submitted in writing. At the time of the de novo portion of
the hearing, any person may testify.
The term "substantial issue" is not defined in the Coastal Act or its implementing
regulations. The Commission's regulations indicate simply that the Commission will
hear an appeal unless it "finds that the appeal raises no significant question" (Cal. Code
Regs. titl. 14 section 13155(b). In previous decisions on appeals, the Commission has
been guided by the following factors:
1. The degree of factual and legal support for the local government's decision that
the development is consistent or inconsistent with the certified LCP;
2. The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local
government;
3. The significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision;
4. The precedential value of the local government's decision for future
interpretations of its LCP; and
5. Whether the appeal raises only local issues, or those of regional or statewide
significance.
Even when the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, appellants nevertheless may
obtain judicial review of the local government's coastal permit decision by filing petition
for a writ of mandate pursuant to the Code of Civil Procedure, section 1094.5.
In this case, for the reasons discussed further below, the Commission exercises its
discretion and determines that the development approved by the City does raise a
substantial issue with regard to the appellants' contentions regarding coastal resources.

IV. Staff Recommendation On Substantial Issue.
The staff recommends the Commission adopt the following resolution:
MOTION: I move that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-6OCN-08-075 raises NO substantial issue with respect to
the grounds on which the appeal has been filed under §
30603 of the Coastal Act.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE:
Staff recommends a NO vote. Passage of this motion will result in a finding of No Substantial
Issue and adoption of the following resolution and findings. If the Commission finds No
Substantial Issue, the Commission will not hear the application de novo and the local action will
become final and effective. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote by a majority of the
Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO FIND NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE:
The Commission finds that Appeal No. A-6-OCN-08-075 presents a substantial issue with
respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed under § 30603 of the Coastal Act
regarding consistency with the Certified Local Coastal Plan and/or the public access and
recreation policies of the Coastal Act.

Findings and Declarations.
1.

Project Description/Permit History.

A lot line adjustment and, therefore, a coastal development permit was necessary to
separate the residential portion of the lot from the public trust lands on the site in order to
allow the sale of the residential portion of the lot to a private entity. The Harbor District
is located on an area of Potential Public Trust lands in that the majority of the Harbor was
developed on top of historic tidelands. When the City submitted their Local Coastal
Program for approval by the Coastal Commission in 1995, the proposal included
designating all the historic tidelands within the Harbor District as an Urban Land
Exclusion. As such, the Coastal Commission no longer retains the original jurisdiction
for the area, including the subject site. However, because portions of the property consist
of historic tidelands and because the Marina Towers development is located between the
first coastal road and the sea, the area still remains in the Coastal Commission's appeal
jurisdiction. If the proposed project goes forward and the lot is split between the historic
tidelands (to remain City owned) and the Marina Towers property, (to become privately
owned), any proposed development at either site would still be within the Coastal
Commission's appeal jurisdiction.
The Marina Towers real property site consists of approximately 1.26 acres. The property
contains a 67 unit condominium complex, a parking garage, and a parking lot. The
majority of the parking lot (54 of 66 spaces) is proposed as public parking as it overlays
the historic tidelands. The lot is currently owned by the City of Oceanside, and leased to
the Harbor District. The Harbor District has sub-leased the lot to the Marina Towers
Homeowners Association.
The proposed lot line adjustment is a necessary step to allow the City of Oceanside to sell
the underlying land to the current lessees (Marina Towers). Including the tidelands in
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such a sale would not be permissible. Therefore, the lot line adjustment which is to
delineate the tidelands from the developed area as separate lots, will facilitate the sale of
the property underlying the existing condominium complex to the Marina Towers
Homeowners Association.
The Oceanside Marina Towers Association (OMTA) has contended that traditional forms
of financing are becoming difficult to obtain, as leased property does not guarantee the
remainder of the residential units beyond the life of the lease. The OMTA also claim that
owning the land as well as the existing building (which is already individually owned by
its residents) would allow potential residents to acquire financing for purchase of their
condominium units with less difficulty.
The City has indicated that if the residents of Marina Towers were to desire a change in
use of the property (i.e. commercial, recreational, etc.), this change would not only
require an additional review and permit by the City, but would also allow the City to
consider buying back the land, for use again as City-owned property available for City
development or a successive leasehold.
2. Policies for Protection of Public Access and Visitor Serving and Recreational
Uses as the Priority.
The project as approved by the City is an adjustment to an existing lot line, separating the
filled tidelands from the remainder of the lot. The lot is currently developed with a 67
unit condominium project through a leasehold arrangement with the Harbor District. The
proposed lot line adjustment (LLA) will remove the potential public trust lands from the
development site and will, therefore, allow the City of Oceanside to sell the underlying
property to the owners of the existing condominium building, the final result being the
sale of City owned land located in the Harbor District to a private entity. Because the
purpose of the LLA is to allow the sale of one of the subject parcels, in analyzing the
effects of the LLA, the Commission must consider the impact of the sale of the property
as it is an impact caused by approval of the LLA under these circumstances. The City
has a Precise Plan for the Harbor Area that is a certified component to the City LCP Land
Use Plan (LUP), and as such, not only are the general LCP policies applicable, but so are
the specific policies contained in the Harbor Precise Plan. Furthermore, because the
project is located between the first coastal road and the sea, the public access and
recreation policies of the Coastal Act are also applicable. All of the applicable policies
(from the City's certified LCP, the Harbor Precise Plan and the Coastal Act policies) state
in part:
Coastal Act Policies
Sections 30210, 30211, 30212.5, 30213, 30220, 30221, 30222, and 30223 of the Coastal
Act state:
Section 30210: In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the
California Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and
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recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public
safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners,
and natural resource areas from overuse.
Section 30211: Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the
sea where acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited
to, the use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial
vegetation.
Section 30212.5: Wherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities, including
parking areas or facilities, shall be distributed throughout an area so as to mitigate
against impacts, social and otherwise, of overcrowding or overuse by the public in
any single area …
Section 30213: Lower cost visitor serving and recreations facilities shall be
protected, encouraged, and, where feasible, provided. Developments providing
public recreational opportunities are preferred…
Section 30220: Coastal areas suited for water-oriented recreational activities that
cannot readily be provided at inland water areas shall be protected for such uses.
Section 30221: Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for
recreational use and development unless present and foreseeable future demand for
public or commercial recreational activities that could be accommodated on the
property is already adequately provided in the area.
30222: The use of private lands suitable for visitor-serving commercial recreational
facilities designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation shall have
priority over private residential, general industrial, or general commercial
development, but not over agriculture or coastal-dependent industry.
30223: Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational uses shall be reserved
for such uses, where feasible.
The City has numerous policies protecting public access and recreational opportunities as
well as protection of public parking and state:
Land Use Plan Policies
II. Recreation and Visitor Serving Facilities
6. Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and
where possible, provided
7. In granting approvals for new development within the Coastal Zone, the City shall
give priority to visitor serving commercial recreation facilities over private
residential, general industrial, or general commercial uses.
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10. The City shall continue to promote coastal tourism through the revitalization of
the coastal area and upgrading of visitor amenities.
23. All beach lots shall be clearly signed and identified for public use.
VII. New Development and Public Works
1. The City shall deny any project which diminishes public access to the shoreline,
degrades coastal aesthetics, or precludes adequate urban services for coastaldependent, recreation, or visitor serving uses.
The project is located within the Harbor Plan District, and therefore, the LUP policies
provided in the Oceanside Small Craft Harbor Precise Plan are applicable and state:
Harbor Precise Plan Policies
1.1 Purpose and Scope
[…]
To optimally protect and enhance primarily boating and water-dependent activities,
and secondarily other public oriented recreation uses in the harbor.
[…]
3.2 Project Objectives
Develop standards and plans for the Harbor Area which would provide a basis
for local planning and leasing decisions, and facilitate the Coastal Commission's
permit review process [emphasis added]
•

Produce a document that could be part of the City's Local Coastal Program,
which, when completed, would be certified by the State for local control of coastal
development
•

Coordinate Harbor development with the planning and programming of
improvements for adjacent properties within the recently established Downtown
Redevelopment Project Area which abuts the Harbor District and which is partially
included in the Study Area of this plan.
•

3.3.1

Existing Lease Parcels - Parcel A: Oceanside Marina Towers

The 67-unit, Oceanside Marina Towers condominium complex currently occupying
Parcel “A” would remain as the principle use of the parcel during the duration of both
the Short-Range (to 1985) and Long-Range (post-1985) Plans. However, the Harbor
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District or City should indicate their desire for consideration, by the lessee, of multiuse building/parking garage possibilities and suggest that the lessee determine the
potential for, and substantiate, any intended approach for realizing any alternative or
additional future uses of the structure including: residential, prestige office, resort
residential (seasonal), and recreational uses on the garage roof. Additionally, the
VHF-FM and other communication antennas required by the Harbor Patrol and Coast
Guard should be installed, as per lease, on the roof of the tower, along with other aids
in navigation (lights) deemed necessary to located the Harbor.
3.4.1 Existing Parcels/Leaseholds
For the most part, existing leaseholds are expected to remain "as is" indefinitely in to
the 1980's due to existing lease commitments, remaining useful life of the
structures/uses, and presumption about continuing economic viability (as well as
necessity in some cases) of these uses. Possible exceptions might be:
[…]
Conversion of Parcel A (Marina Club) structure to multi-use configuration
(office, etc.)

•

[…]
3.5.1 New Leasehold Priorities
The Coastal Act requires that first priority for new uses in the Harbor should be for
harbor-dependent uses and, where feasible, uses which serve low and moderate
income users. These requirements are generally consistent with existing development
in the Harbor and the Short- and Long-Range Plan proposals for new uses. In
developing the Precise Plan first priority was given to Harbor-dependent uses, with
the extent of those uses constrained primarily by the limited available water area for
boating facilities. Also implicit in the Precise Plan is recognition of the Harbor as a
recreational and open space resource for the non-boating public (including persons of
modest means.) All uses proposed in the Precise Plan are, therefore, either for
boating and Harbor-dependent facilities or recreational and visitor-serving facilities.
In order to regulate the mix between Harbor-dependent, and recreational uses, while
still retaining the District's flexibility to respond to changing market and economical
conditions, it is suggested that these requirements be implemented as part of the
District's leasehold/permit approval process. Specifically, the District shall give
priority to Harbor-dependent uses, followed by harbor support uses, and finally
harbor related uses. Harbor-dependent uses are any development or use which
requires a site on or adjacent to the harbor in order to function at all (e.g. boat
berthing and launching, sport fishing, swimming, and boat sales/rentals). Harbor
support uses directly support or service Harbor-dependent uses (e.g. marine hardware
sales, boat repair, eating establishments, and other limited commercial uses catering
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directly to boaters and beach-goers.) Harbor related uses are complementary to the
harbor and provide a recreational and visitor-serving function (e.g. gift shops, fish
markets, and specialty retail uses).
Because of the limited capacity of the Harbor boating facilities, and variable market
constraints, the District may not always be able to grant leaseholds to Harbordependent uses. Therefore, in granting approval or renewal of a lesser priority use,
the District will find that a higher priority use is not feasible due to specific demand
or market conditions.
4.4.2 Land Uses
As harbor development has evolved during the ensuing fourteen years, these fourteen
(14) intended lease parcels have become 10 lease parcels (land and water, Parcels A
through L….have been constructed, or subsequently added to, in order to provide
revenue-producing lease space. These fourteen parcels and service buildings
represent the primary revenue producing leaseholds/land uses for the Harbor Area.
[…]
3. Public Access and Recreation. The appellants contend that the project as
approved by the City is inconsistent with applicable policies for five main reasons. The
primary contention is that by selling the City-owned property to the overlaying
residential development, the City is not allowing the site to be redeveloped in the future
with uses that are consistent with the Harbor Precise Plan. The current use (residential) is
the lowest priority use for areas adjacent to the coastline and within the Harbor District.
The second concern for the appellants is that the sale of the current leasehold will remove
the revenues received by the Harbor District for the leased land. The third contention
raised by the appellants is that the area being removed from the lot (public parking
spaces) should be considered parkland, and as approved by the City the private
residential development has a small easement over the parking lot to allow for
ingress/egress. As indicated by the appellants, such an allowance is not consistent with
the allowable uses on parkland (public parking lot), as the private sale (easement
allowance) would require a majority vote in a municipal election. The fourth contention
included in the appeal is a concern related to the maintenance and operation of the public
parking lot. The appellants indicate that the City has required the private development
(Marina Towers) to maintain the parking lot. The appellants are concerned that the
public spaces are not clearly identified and the Marian Towers development will not
adequately maintain these spaces as public, resulting in impacts to public access. The
final concern raised by the appellants is the ambiguity of the location of the lot line
adjustment. Exhibits have been provided by the City; however, such exhibits do not
effectively notate the location of the changes. The appellants contend that it is, therefore,
impracticable to review the lot line for consistency with applicable policies pertaining to
public parking, etc.
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Non-Priority Use in a Prime Visitor Serving Location
The Marina Towers site contains a high-rise residential development and public parking
lot and is located adjacent to the Oceanside Harbor on public land owned by the City of
Oceanside. The certified LCP Land Use Plan acknowledges the existing use of the
property and states:
"67-unit, Oceanside Marina Towers condominium complex currently occupying
Parcel "A" would remain as the principal use of the parcel during the duration of both
the Short-Range and Lange-Range Plans. However, the Harbor District or City
should indicate their desire for consideration, by the lessee, of multi-use
building/parking garage possibilities and suggest that the lessee determine the
potential for, and substantiate, any intended approach for realizing any alternative or
additional future uses of the structure including: residential, prestige office, resort
residential, and recreational uses on the garage roof…"
The existing residential use of this ocean-fronting property is a low priority use under the
Coastal Act, regardless of public or private ownership of such land (Sections 30221 and
30222). Visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities and water-oriented uses would
have priority over private residential use in this location. The approved CDP would
permit a lot line adjustment (LLA) that would facilitate the sale of the property
underlying the Marina Towers development. Because the effect of approving the LLA is
to allow the sale of the property, the impacts of both the LLA and the sale shall be
reviewed for consistency with the City's LCP.
In this particular case, it appears there is the potential for the City to update the use on
this prime lot to provide for the use on the property to be consistent with the priority uses
identified in the Harbor Precise Plan. If the lease is not renewed by the City, the existing
structure could be demolished in the future and the entire site utilized by the City for
harbor related uses, parkland or other public recreational opportunities. It is also possible
that the City and/or the Harbor could sublease the property to an interested party
proposing a more appropriate use of this harbor-fronting land. The existing Land Use
Plan policies acknowledge the potential to modify the existing residential use in some
way that would increase the visitor-serving potential for the site. Further, the Harbor
Precise Plan requires that the potential for a higher priority use be reviewed during any
lease renewal or associated coastal development permit application. Not only did the
City fail to review such opportunity, but the sale of the land to private ownership would
preclude such future opportunities and would perpetuate a use of the property that is
inconsistent with the priority land uses identified in the Harbor Precise Plan.
The Harbor Precise Plan and therefore the LCP indicate that the Marina Towers land is
operated as a leasehold, and since the sale of the Marina Towers would change this
leasehold status, an LCP amendment would be required to update the language included
in the Harbor Precise Plan pertaining to the Marina Towers development. Again, the
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City did not address how the approval of this LCP would impact the certified LCP, or the
policies specifically pertaining to the Marina Towers. No portion of the Harbor Precise
Plan identifies residential use as a priority use in the harbor district. To the contrary, the
purpose of the HPP is to “optimally protect and enhance primarily boating and waterdependent activities, and secondarily other public-oriented recreation uses in the Harbor.”
The project is therefore inconsistent with the certified language currently included in the
City's LCP.
The project as approved by the City allows the continuance of a low priority use in a
prime visitor serving location, when the intent of the Harbor Precise Plan is clearly to
ensure that the area be preserved for harbor-related uses or public recreational uses. The
approval also lacks analysis of appropriate alternatives and the necessary review to allow
the perpetuation of a use that is inconsistent with the purpose of the Harbor Precise Plan.
The project therefore raises concerns to the level of a significant issue for the approved
development.
Loss of Revenue for the Harbor District
As stated in the Harbor Precise Plan Policy 4.4.2, Marina Towers is one of the ten lease
parcels that provide revenue-producing lease space. The policy goes on to state that these
parcels represent the primary revenue producing leaseholds/land uses in the Harbor Area.
The appellants contend that the approved permit would allow the leasehold to be
removed from the property and instead be sold to the property owners leasing the land
underlying their existing condominium complex. Currently the lease will expire in 2036.
The staff report indicates that the property will be sold to the Marina Towers
development for five million dollars. The staff report has indicated that this price meets
the appraised value of the site; however, no such appraisal has been reviewed by staff.
Furthermore, it is unclear to staff how the funds will be divided between the General
Fund and the Harbor Fund. As previously stated, the current leasehold is included as one
of the primary revenue producing leaseholds in the Harbor District. It is unclear at this
time how the sale of the property will impact the Harbor, given that the revenues will be
modified from a constant source of income, to a one time payoff. Because this revenue is
included in the Precise Plan as a needed source of income for the Harbor maintenance,
operation, and expansion, the City should have reviewed the potential impacts of this
change in revenue source and its associated implications. Because no such review was
conducted, a substantial issue exists with respect to the consistency of the approved
project with the City's certified LCP.
Public Parkland Sold for Private Development
The appellants contend that the project as approved by the City results in City-owned
parkland being sold to private development. The appellants contend that the lot line
adjustment will result in the removal of some portion of the existing public parking
spaces for the use associated with a private development. The City defines parklands as
"any outdoor place set aside by the City for public use, recreation or other public
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purposes." The City further requires that the sale of any parkland be subject to a public
vote.
The public parking lot, defined as parkland by the appellant, includes an ingress/egress
easement over a portion of the lot, for access by the residents of Marina Towers. The
appellants contend that this easement (or the lack of vacation of easement associated with
this lot line adjustment) should be interpreted as the sale of parklands. The City has
indicated that the easement for the private use existed prior to the lot line adjustment and
as such, is not subject for review by the approved CDP. However, it is unclear to staff at
this time, whether or not the easement is new; therefore, a determination of whether the
lot line adjustment will result in the sale of public parklands without a majority vote by
the public cannot be made. As stated previously, it is unclear to staff what has been
included in the lot line adjustment, or how the boundary between the public lands and
private development were determined. Again, the staff report did not address the
presence of an easement over the public parking spaces, or its consistency with the City's
certified LCP. Therefore, because the City did not include this in the staff report or
resolution associated with the CDP and because it is currently unclear what impacts may
occur with the development of an easement for private access within what could be
considered parklands, the project as approved by the City raises a substantial issue with
respect to the consistency with the City's certified LCP. However, it is unclear if the
ordinance sited by the appellants in a component of the certified LCP and therefore, may
not be applicable to this project.
Maintenance of Public Parking Spaces
The appellants contend that the City has required the Marina Towers Homeowners
Association to be responsible for the maintenance of the public parking spaces located
directly adjacent to the existing condominium complex. The appellants have raised
concerns that the maintenance of the public parking spaces as available to the public
would not be a priority for the residential development. The appellants further contend
that both historically and presently the majority of the public is unaware of these public
parking spaces. The appellants contend that if the residents of Marina Towers are
responsible for the maintenance of these parking spaces, public access would not be
increased, but may actually be decreased in that the residents of Marina Towers "do not
share the enthusiasm that we have for public access to the sea."
The City has indicated that certain requirements were included in the approval of the lot
line adjustment obliging Marina Towers to promote public access and the use by the
public of these parking spaces. As previously mentioned, no specific requirements were
included in the conditions of approval in the City's resolution, nor were any specifics
given for how the promotion of public use would be accomplished. The City's LCP has
provisions protecting public parking in shorefront locations. The City also has a
provision requiring adequate signage for any public parking facility. Again, the approved
CDP did not include how the protection of these spaces for public usage would be
addressed, nor did the City address what signage would be required to assure consistency
with the LCP, or the Coastal Act. Because the lack of review and/or requirements may
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result in a negative impact to public access, the project as approved by the City raises a
substantial issue with respect to the consistency of the approved project with the City's
certified LCP, as well as the Coastal Act.
Location of Lot Line Adjustment
The final concern raised by the appellants is the location of the lot line adjustment. The
approved permit is intended to result in the separation of historic public tidelands, now
developed by a public parking lot, and the residential development. The entire lot is
currently owned by the City, and subleased through the Harbor to the Marina Towers
Homeowners Association. The lot line adjustment is intended to remove the potential
public trust lands from the remainder of the lot, in order to allow the sale of the land by
the City to the Marina Towers Homeowners Association. It is therefore important to
assure that the division of the historic tidelands and the remainder of the property is
correct. The City's staff report again failed to address the appropriate boundary of the
trust lands and the exhibit included in the staff report and resolution are not clear as to
where that boundary is located or how it was derived. It is currently unclear if any public
trust lands will be included in the parcel to be sold to the Oceanside Marina Towers
Association. Without confirmation of where the boundary of the historic tidelands is
located, it is unclear if the approved project can be found consistent with the City's
certified LCP, and it therefore raises a substantial issue.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the approved project results in several concerns for consistency with the
City's LCP and the Coastal Act. The primary concern is that the effect of approval of the
lot line adjustment will be the continuance of the residential use of the property, despite
the fact that its location in the Harbor District means that the parcel should be reserved
for harbor-related or public recreational uses. The City has numerous policies regulating
the use of lands at these prime visitor serving locations. As included in both the City's
LCP and the Coastal Act, residential developments are the lowest priority of
developments. The proposed project would facilitate the purchase of City owned land for
private uses. While the site is currently developed with a 67 unit condominium complex,
upon expiration of the lease, the City is required to address the appropriateness of
continuing this low priority use. The City failed to do so, and as such, has limited any
future uses at this location. Should the City determine that some other sort of
development was feasible upon the expiration of the lease, the City would have the
opportunity to develop the site with a more appropriate use. Because the City failed to
address the future use, as required by the LCP, the project is not consistent with the LCP.
Further, areas remaining in question include the potential impacts the loss of revenue
would have on the maintenance, operation and future development of the Harbor as the
current leasehold provides funding to the Harbor, the location of the lot line adjustment
and its potential impacts on public trust lands, and the permissibility of an easement for
private access on a City-owned parkland. A final concern is the operation of the public
parking spaces. The appellants contend that the City has required the residential
development to maintain the parking structure. The parking lot is currently underutilized
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because most members of the public are unaware the spaces are available for public use.
The appellants are concerned that allowing the operation of the public parking lot by the
residents will lead to further impacts to public access. Again, it is important to note that
many of the concerns are still in question, as the City has not provided adequate
information to assess the consistency of the project to the certified LCP. Because the
approved project could result in significant impacts to public access for both the present
and future, the concerns raised by the appellants do represent substantial issue with
respect to the consistency of the approved project with the City's certified LCP and the
public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act. .
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